SLC-K
A High Visibility Special
designed for water
sports, or workwear.

The SLC-K has been designed with special features to cope with different weather and physical conditions.
 The 2C peak and the flouro orange fabric com-







bined with the reflective tape has high visibility.
Essential when on the water, especially with early
morning starts and caught out late at night
The fabric has rapid water wicking and diffusion
characteristics. For the wearer this means that the
fabric will draw moisture away from the skin without sticking and will rapidly diffuse and dry to
leave you cool and comfortable. This also means
that if the cap gets wet it will dry fast.
The fabric also has a smooth finish comfortable
against the skin and resistant to catching on
bushes and beard growth, and is UV rated.
Styling has kept weight and size to a minimum as
space is often at a premium.
The SLC-K has different wearing options so that it
can deal with cold, heat, wind, sea spray and hard
physical activity.
1. Pulled to center back
and bound using elastic
loop.
- Cap protection of
crown from sun.
2. Snapped together at
center back.
- Protection of crown,
back neck and side
face from sun.
3. Snapped together at
center front.
- Protection of crown,
back neck, side and
front face from sun ,
wind and sea spray.

Don’t venture into the outdoors without your Solar
Light High-Viz Cap from 2C
When your on the water or working and it
starts to get dark, its not a problem. With
the florescent UV resistant material, reflective edge and built in solar charging lighting system, you can be sure to see and be
seen. The lights are designed to point
downwards, away from your face and other
people’s eyes, out to about six feet in front
of you…..with your schoice of dimmer settings and flashing modes. There’s even an
accurate emergency/SOS flash in case
you’re in trouble and need to signal for
rescue.
Sometimes the simplest ideas are the best
and what could be better than a cap you

wear during the day, protecting you from
the elements and all the while recharging
itself in the process, that then becomes a
light when needed. No need for batteries,
no need for a spare hand to hold a light—
just use your head with a SolarLightCap.
Once you’ve got one, you’ll discover dozens
of uses for it. It has taken 2C more than 3
years to develop the SolarLightCap using
NewGreenThining and special 2CTechnology to maximize performance with a goo
looking ergonomic weatherproof design
that has already been judged a TechnoFasion Award Winner.

4. Wrap center fronts to
sides and snap together.
- Maximum protection
of crown, back neck,
side and front face from
sun and wind and sea
spray.
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